FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 22, 2018

GEORGIA ARCHIVES AND THE AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY METRO ATLANTA CHAPTER TO EXPLORE BLACK HISTORY JOURNEY IN GEORGIA

COMMEMORATES 400TH YEAR OF 1619 LANDING OF 1ST CAPTURED AFRICANS ON AMERICAN SOIL


The free program will be held 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., at the Archives, 5800 Jonesboro Road, Morrow. On-site registration will begin at 9 a.m. Lunch will be provided for a donation. The year 2019 marks the 400th year commemoration of the first landing of captured Africans on American soil in 1619.

Included will be cameo portrayals of historical luminaries and chapter members’ ancestors; presentations by expert speakers on struggles and achievements in art, business, education, politics and other aspects of Georgia life since 1619; and a presentation on relevant research resources at the Archives. Interspersed throughout will be “time-stamp” announcements of milestone events and years.

Among speakers and topics will be Tuskegee University history professor Dr. Lisa Bratton on before the colony, former NBA player, Hawks announcer Mike "Stinger" Glenn on sports, genealogist Kristin Harms on Georgia’s founding, Emory University historian Dr. Candy Tate and AAHGS member Louis Childers on art and music, Dr. D. L. Henderson on education, church historian Jacqueline Henderson on religion, author-historian Velma Maia Thomas on Atlanta politics and business, genealogist Johnette Books on military, and archivist Kayla Barrett on Georgia research resources at the Georgia Archives.

This program is supported by a generous grant from Georgia Humanities. Go to www.georgiaarchives.org for more about the Georgia Archives, and www.aahgsatl.org for the AAHGS Metro Atlanta Chapter.

###

For more information, please contact Penny Cliff: Penelope.Cliff@usg.edu
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